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Hushed - with flexible, elastic pulse  (ca. q = 60 - 66)
Hushed - with flexible, elastic pulse  (ca. q = 60 - 66)
p
Swell: 8' Flute, 4' Flute
 - couple Swell to Pedal
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Three Psalms for Choir and Organ



























































































































































































































































Suddenly!  A bit slower, with gravity  ( q = ca. 60)
Suddenly!  A bit slower, with gravity  ( q = ca. 60)
f
f Add subtle reeds - principal 4'; foundations 4' + 2'















































Moving forward, elastic  - not too quickly ( q = 68 - 72)
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ex er cise my self in great
œ Œ Ó .
!
œ Œ Ó .
˙# .˙œ Œ Ó .
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Allargando, intently  ( q = ca. 60)
Allargando, intently  ( q = ca. 60)
f
f





































Eagerly - quickly, but not too quickly ( q = 68 - 72)
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child that is weaned of his
˙ œ
I˙,
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Slower - warmly, yet with weight  ( q = ca. 60)

































(sempre sotto voce - stagger breathing, enter 
       and exit as unobtrusively as possible)
w







"As before - quicker, yet naturally ( q = 68 - 72)
As before - quicker, yet naturally ( q = 68 - 72)
#
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hence forth and for ev er and for!
!
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Settling - easily, like Tempo I  (ca. q = 68)
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